
During production two errors in numerical values were not corrected. These are as follows. In the last paragraph of *results*, the second sentence of the paragraph should read (boldface added here to highlight change):

“The total ear canal to ear canal round-trip (722 μs; 4.4 cycles) consists of a forward $f_1$ stimulus delay through the middle ear (166 μs; 0.2 cycles), and the cochlea (at most 84 μs; 0.5 cycles); a reverse cochlear delay (≈399 μs; 2.5 cycles); and a reverse middle ear delay (73 μs; 0.4 cycles).”

In the 2nd paragraph of *discussion*, in the section titled “Middle ear delays,” the first sentence should read (boldface added here to highlight change):

“The combined CM and ear-canal sound pressure recordings also allowed us to calculate the group delays associated with forward and reverse propagation in the middle ear (166 ± 54 and 73 ± 22 μs, respectively).”